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Dear JUMP! Community,

In May of 2006, we piloted a one-day personal development 

and leadership program at the Western Academy of Beijing 

called “the JUMP! Program.” For the next seven years, a dedi-

cated and diverse community of change-makers poured their 

passion and innovation into the JUMP! Foundation. These col-

lective efforts have established the organization we are 

today with a mission to INSPIRE, EMPOWER and ENGAGE youth 

across the world. 

JUMP! is currently wrapping up its most extensive and inten-

sive fall season to date. Over the last 3 months, JUMP! has 

facilitated 40 programs, with 21 partner schools in 14 cit-

ies across 10 countries in Asia, Africa, Central America, the 

Middle East and Europe. This Fall season 3.940 youth and 640 

educators participated in our J! Schools, J!Experiences and 

J!Development Programs. 

Reflecting on the positive impacts and many exciting orga-

nizational ‘firsts’, we feel it is important to recognize the 

strong foundation of support that we have received over 

the years. We have had many people contribute to JUMP! as 

volunteers, facilitators, program managers, directors, board 

members, school champions, and funders. We are where we are 

today because of these people, and this Ubuntu issue is dedi-

cated to you! 

We hope that you will follow our journey as we aim to 

change the world for all those we encounter along the way! 

Stay up-to-date with us through Facebook, Twitter, and our 

weekly blog!

Light, love, and laughter,

Letter from JUMP!

https://www.facebook.com/jumpfoundation
https://twitter.com/jumpfoundation
http://jumpfoundation.wordpress.com/
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JUMP! NEWS

JUMP! Team Updates
JUMP! is growing fast and we have made a few changes. Joanie Wang has joined us from New York as a new 
member of our Partnership Development team. Troels Søndergaard has joined the Bangkok Hub, manag-
ing JUMP’s communications and marketing strategy. Aveleigh Gateman has decided to come back to drive 
JUMP!’s Development projects after spending the summer working with our partner Global Potential, J! veter-
an Aveleigh Gateman has rejoined the team to drive JUMP’s development projects. As things change we also 
say goodbye to a few amazing people: Josef Bienhowski-Gibbs and Christian Ruiz, read his story here.

We launched the JUMP! Experiential Education Program at Chinese International School Hangzhou (CIS HZ) 
JUMP! Micro Campus.

We expanded our J!Development Projects in Nicaragua, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic by engaging 
more than 450 youth in our summer youth conferences with Global Potential. Read more in the arti-
cle,“Witnessing the impact of JUMP!”.

We established the JUMP! Global Leadership Center at New International School Thailand (NIST). For further 
information, read the press release here! or watch the JUMP! Global Leadership Center at NIST video.

We introduced our new monthly e-newsletter to continue to grow and engage our community. As an ever 
changing organization we are always trying to find new ways to connect with our peers. Read the latest 
E-Newsletter here...

New Summer/FALL FacilitatorsNew Operational Staff

Troels Søndergaard
Communications and 
Marketing Manager

Josef Bienhowski-
Gibbs
Program Manager

Christian Ruiz
Program Manager

Joanie Wang 
Partnership 
Development Manager

Aveleigh Gateman
J!Development 
Manager

Monica Davis
Contract Facilitator

Kirsten Joe
Contract Facilitator

Goodbyes!Welcome Back!

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
http://global-potential.org/
http://jumpfoundation.wordpress.com/2013/09/13/the-launching-of-jump-global-leadership-center-south-east-asia-press-release/
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DvIfN5-Mu5ao
http://us5.campaign-archive1.com/%3Fu%3D123ad7cf0e28922b89bc043a0%26id%3D46a67b9fec
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Youth Facilitating 
Educators
On August 12th at UWCSEA East in Singapore, a JUMP! 
Program was held for all the educators of the school 
one week before the academic year started. The aim of 
this annual event was to inspire, empower and engage 
the participants through experiential learning opportu-
nities, fun activities and deep discussions. For the edu-
cators, the purpose of the program is to build a better 
foundation for the year of teaching by getting every-
one engaged within their school community. JUMP! has 
facilitated many Educator Programs all over the world 
but this one was a little different…

This Educator Community Day challenged its partici-
pants to push the limits of how we see education. This 
was the first JUMP! Educator Program to utilize stu-
dents as co-facilitators. This meant that students were 
facilitating their educators, turning the conventional 
hierarchy of education upside down. Empowering 
the students to facilitate their own teachers is a great 
example of the JUMP! mission; “Inspire youth through 
experiential education. Empower youth to be passion-

ate community leaders. Engage youth in personal, 
community and global development projects.” But first 
the students needed training and tools to be able to fa-
cilitate their educators. Approximately 20 students from 
UWCSEA trained for 2 days in May, and then half a day 
in August preparing for the Educator Community Day.

Nishant – one of the students who had the opportunity 
to facilitate his own teachers – tells about his JUMP! 
experience:

“The first part of our training was doing the activities 
that we (Junior Youth Facilitators) were going to facili-
tate. This helped give us an idea of what the teachers 
would think and what questions they would have. While 
doing these activities, we were also challenged to think 
about how we were going to facilitate them. The JUMP! 
senior facilitators told us about the tools they use to 
facilitate effectively, such as “the five finger throw” (an 
energy check-in tool).”

“We were taken through the different roles that JUMP! 
Facilitators have and I was surprised to learn that as a 
Facilitator, there is a lot more work to be done other 
than standing and talking into a microphone. Facili-
tators also have to manage equipment and answer 
people’s questions.”

“Near the end of our training, we split into our grade 
level groups and tried facilitating an activity called 
“Bobsled”. After we were done planning and rehearsing, 
the groups took turns facilitating; one group would run 
the activity while the other groups acted as the teach-
ers. After the end of every practice, the other groups 
would give feedback and suggestions on how to im-
prove. This ensured that on the actual day, every group 
was ready to facilitate.”

“I have participated in three JUMP programs before; 
one in Abu Dhabi and two in Singapore. I was very ex-
cited when I learnt that I was going to train to become 
a Junior Facilitator. From this experience, I have learnt 
how to be a better collaborator. Now I am also more 
confident when speaking to large groups of people. I 
hope to have the opportunity to facilitate many more 
events and sessions in the future.”               
      
JUMP!’s UWCSEA Educator Community Day was indeed 
very successful. And since this Program, JUMP! has al-
ready held several more successful Educator Programs 
in Malaysia and the UAE, one of them again using 
students to co-facilitate their educators.

JUMP! believes in the potential of youth and always 
looks for ways to inspire and empower students. We 
think involving them in JUMP! Educator Programs is a 
great way to do this.

Written by Nishant Kumar Singhal and the JUMP! Team

“The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher explains. The superior teacher 
demonstrates. The great teacher inspires.”                        William Arthur Ward

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
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Follow your dreams; live 
your passion; and be your 
own RockStar.

JUMP! is an organization that exists due to its invested 
community and passionate, evolving staff. And sometimes 
there comes a point when we say goodbye to fantastic 
people as they move onto different places in the world 
or explore new paths in life. We are excited that one of 
our beloved JUMP!ers, Kris, now has the opportunity to 
make his dream a reality establishing a music career. Kris 
has been with us for nearly two years. Before he came to 
JUMP! he worked with a close partner of ours, Global Po-
tential, where he inspired kids from his birthplace in New 
York. To say we are sad to see Kris leave is an understate-
ment. His presence adds much laughter and light to the 
fun day-to-day office operations as well as program plan-
ning. Reflecting on his time at JUMP! Kris shares about his 
experience and the impact JUMP! has had on his life:

“It has been about a year and a half since I’ve started 
working for JUMP!. My experience at JUMP! has been one 
of huge personal and professional growth. It has been in-
teresting to be an employee of this organization because 
it really does feel like we are going through a whole big 
JUMP! Program ourselves. Inspire, empower, and engage 
is our motto, and it is what we strive to emulate. But to 
deliver these programs and understand the sentiments 
felt in our participants throughout our programs, a lot of 
preparation, discussions and practice is necessary in order 
to make sure that the experience we deliver is great.

My first day at JUMP! was a prep day for the SAS Pudong 
Houhai Adventure Race program, coming straight from 

“When you come to a fork in the road, take it.”                           Yogi Berra

two 8 hour flights from NYC to Beijing. Reflecting on it 
now, it was a bit intense for my first day at work, but it 
was a perfect tone-setter for the type of work I would 
experience to this day with JUMP!. Throughout my time 
with JUMP! I have grown so much mentally, especially in 
terms of reflecting on things I never would have thought 
about before. One interesting activity that serves as a 
good example of what I’m talking about, is the activity 
“Who are you?”. An activity where you are paired up 
with someone, one person from the pair is the “Ques-
tion Master”, the other person is the “Discoverer”. The 
Question Master’s task in this activity is to ask only one 
question, Who are you? The job of the Discoverer is to 
respond to that question until the facilitator calls switch 
or until they call time. This activity helps you to see a lot 
about yourself, things you’ve always thought of but may-
be have never spoken out loud. We facilitate activities in 
programs, but we also use them in our own lives. When 
facilitating to youth all around the world, being able to 
give personal examples has enabled many students to 
relate and understand how to tie models in to our re-
al-life experiences. We typically incorporate a lot of room 
for discussion and reflection in our programs which allow 
students to utilize what they have learned and apply it to 
their own experiences at school and in their community. 

In summary, we all learn every day and what we learn 
we can apply to our future whether it be personally, at 
home, or in our school community. We create our own 
experiences and JUMP! helps to deliver a platform with 
models and tools which help us maximize our learning 
capacity and establish a mind-set of making a change for 
the better.“

Kris’s story doesn’t end here. Although he is transitioning 
onto a new life path he will remain a dear friend and will 
help JUMP! as a contract Facilitator. We wish him all the 
best and look forward to when we can JUMP! together 
again. Thank you for your many long hours contributed, 
your sweat, tears, passion, investment and heart. From all 
the JUMP!ers who have gotten to know you; the hun-
dreds of students who have fallen in love with your ener-
gy; and the thousands you have touched on program.

      Written by Christian Ruiz and the JUMP! Team
 

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
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            together with 
Global Potential works to 
Empower 450 Youth in 

Haiti, Dominican Republic 
and Nicaragua 

BANGKOK HUB & GLC

HANGZHOU CAMPUS

BEIJING HUB

Amount of         Programs:

Inspired and empowered over 4,580 
participants over three months this 
Fall!

137 Jr. Facilitators were EMPOWERED 
and trained to JUMP! all over the world!4,580

137 JUNIOR JUMP! FACILITATORS

-O-METER

SU
M
M
ER

20
13

J!Educator 

J!Development

Number of 
Participants

Program Type

640

450

3,490  
J! Schools 

We are growing 
fast! Coming from 3 
programs anually in 
2006 to 40 in one 
fall season!

40 J!Programs 

1 2 3 4+

FALL 2013 in numbers

“All growth depends upon activity. There is no development physically or 
intellectually without effort, and effort means work.”        Calvin Coolidge

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
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September 6-8 marked the 2013 annual Harrow Interna-
tional School Prefect Retreat. The objective of the three 
day program was to identify with passions, values and 
strengths and to learn what it means to be an effective 
leader, collaborator, and team member. 

One of the Prefects on the retreat, Isa Tate recalls her first 
introduction to JUMP! and eloquently recounts her expe-
rience:

“As part of the Prefect Team in Harrow International 
School Bangkok, we have goals to meet throughout the 
school year, be it our own personal goals or what we envi-
sion to bring about change for the school. The Leadership 
Weekend from the 6th to the 8th of September brought 
us together and made us the team that we believe will 
bring about positive change and inspire the student body. 

From the start of the trip, we had to face a team chal-
lenge. We were not familiar working together, and this 
would be the first of many we would face. This involved 
communication and listening to each other. It was chal-

lenging but we were able to put our differences aside. 
Although we did not successfully finish the challenge in 
time we learned a number of valuable skills that would 
help us progress to the next challenges that were to come 
our way. By the time the first challenge was over we gave 
our feedback to the JUMP! Team (Sarah, Monica and Jac), 
making sure that our voices were heard and expressing 
what we, as a team, wanted to achieve by end of the 
weekend. We wrote our expectations down on the first 
day, as the time went by and the challenges were experi-
enced, we were able to meet our goals. From each chal-

JUMP! envisions a world where young people fulfill their true potential as 
individuals, community leaders, and global citizens.

lenge we faced, we built on enough skills for the next one 
and we were able to lead ourselves together. In addition, 
we were also given the opportunity to do a challenge with 
our teachers which was such a worthwhile experience as 
we all co-operated and felt more comfortable with them. 

This trip was more than just character building and lead-
ership development.  We met all our expectations by the 
end of this program, not only did we gain and develop 
skills but we grew and became closer not only as Prefects 
working together but also as a big group of friends. I 

would personally like to thank Jump! not only for chal-
lenging us to become leaders but also for helping me 
be my own leader. It has definitely given me a different 
perspective of what being a leader is and the importance 
of each individual’s role within a team.  If given the chance 
to do this programme again, I would definitely without a 
doubt accept the opportunity.”

Over the three day retreat the Prefects were challenged 
through a variety of activities and the educators and 
JUMP! facilitators witnessed a group transformation, lead-
ing the Prefect team in teaching each other how to open-
up, listen to one another, and collaborate as a group. 

      Written by Isa Tate and the JUMP! Team

JUMP! into Your Full 
Potential

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
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 is rethinking visuals 

Inspire  Empower  Engage

“If you always do what you always did, you will always get what you 
always got.”             Albert Einstein

As JUMP! is growing and becoming a 
bigger organization, it is only natural 
to refine the brand and external face 
of JUMP!. In the process of rethinking 
the visual JUMP! brand we tweaked 
the logo and added new colours to 
the JUMP! pallet. You may already 
have noticed it as we have revised 
many external materials such as the 
e-Newsletter, brochures, business 
cards and this UBUNTU newsletter. 
We at JUMP! believes in the contri-
bution of our community and that 
YOUR opinion matters. We hope that 
you want to share YOUR thoughts 
about the visual changes and feed-
back you may have! Please write any 
comments on the latest visual devel-

www.jumpfoundation.org

Inspire  Empower  Engage

Inspire  Empower  Engage

opments to communications@jumpfoundation.org. In a few weeks we will reach out to you, to help us see 
JUMP! through your eyes. This means that we will start a collaborative competition to get our whole community 
involved in this exciting process! We are also working on a brand new website which will be launched in the 
upcoming weeks. Everything is being revised and edited to match the new look and visual identity. We also plan 
to make video storytelling a part of JUMP as well as increase blogging and other social engagement tools. We 
have been working hard to publish all photos from the many programs we have run this season. Here is the 
link to the JUMP! facebook photo-stream.

The new colors represent the different organs and the vast diversity of the JUMP! organization as illustrated be-
low. The main logos of JUMP! will be orange and white all depending on the visual context. We will consistently 
refer to our programs from now as: J!Development, J!Experiences, J!Schools and J!Corporate. The idea behind 
the respective programs stays the same as the content of the programs will not change. 

These are the new JUMP! Program Logos:

New J!Stamp New J!Stamp 

New JUMP! Letterhead New JUMP! Letterhead

Same Logo new color!

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
mailto:communication%40jumpfoundation.org?subject=Regarrding%20JUMP%21%20Visuals
https://www.facebook.com/jumpfoundation/photos_stream
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Best SUMMER pictures
Here are some of the many pictures taken at JUMP! Programs, for more pictures please CLICK here!

From left top to right (clockwise): 
ISB Bangkok INSPIRE Leadership 
Program, BISS on the road, J!De-
velopment/Global Potential Youth 
Conference Haiti, CISS interim NGO 
Development, SAS Pudong MS 
Community Day, AISA IB Leadership 
Program, Harrow Leadership Retreat, 
ZIS MS Leadership Retreat, SAS Pud-
ong MS Community Day, ASD MS 
Community Day, Regent’s Educator 
Session, ZIS MS Leadership Retreat.

https://www.facebook.com/jumpfoundation/photos_stream
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Witnessing the impact of 
JUMP!

As part of JUMP!’s Development Fund, we have been 
partnering with Global Potential since 2008 to run 
open space youth conferences in Haiti, the Domini-
can Republic (D.R.) and Nicaragua each summer. This 
year I had the honor of attending and evaluating two 
of the conferences, first in Haiti – from July 31-August 
5 and then in D.R. from August 9-11. 

The open space youth conference model is some-
thing both JUMP! and Global Potential champion as 
a way to empower youth in any situation. The format, 
as you might expect from the name, is very open. 
Discussion topics and content, the number of people 
in each session and the solutions proposed are 100% 
determined by the youth participants. 

As JUMP! has grown as an organization over the last 
few years, I have seen it struggle with the challenge 
of how to tangibly measure the impact of its work. 
How can the impact of resources, time, effort and 
passion that go into JUMP! programs be measured 
and observed in the participants? How do individuals 
and communities benefit—or not—from being part 
of such an experience? What impact does it have 
immediately, in the short term, and over time in the 
long term? 

There is no easy answer. Afterall, it’s difficult to mea-
sure inspiration, empowerment, and engagement 
with numbers and figures. Although I have studied 
many evaluation tools and methods, I believe that 
none of them gives a clearer picture of the impact of 
such an experience on a young person than being a 
part of that experience alongside them. The greatest 
measurement of JUMP!’s impact may be intangible, 
but when you witness it yourself, it is unmistakable.

As I aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of this year’s 
conferences and JUMP!’s role in them, as well as to 
capture a snapshot of what they were all about, I 
found myself struggling to detach from what was 
happening in front of me, because the atmosphere 
swept me up as part of the collective experience—as 
a JUMP! program often does.  

What I witnessed at both conferences was not only 
impactful, but very important: the transformation 
from a large disjointed group of youth from far-flung 
parts of the country into a community of young 
leaders in just three days. I saw friendships form, sup-
port networks expand, ideas ignite, and community 
plans take shape. The incredible youth I met at these 
conferences were lighthearted and goofy, but serious 
about the responsibility they hold for improving their 
own lives, communities, and countries. 
Some of the things participants told me included:

“I learned how to help others think positively. The 
youth in my community want to advance and prog-

Continued on page 11

“Never believe that a few caring people can’t change the world. For, in-
deed, that’s all who ever have.”            Margaret Mead

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
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ress and I hope I can help them stay positive.” 
Fredeau Novembre, 20 - Marbouef, Haiti

“The highlight of the conference for me was the 
opportunity to share my ideas and project and to get 
feedback from my peers.” 
Marckenlove Guerrier, 19 - Ouanaminthe, Haiti 

“I am going to take away from the conference the 
idea that a group is more powerful than an individual 
because they bring different perspectives and valu-
able feedback.” 
Brodere Minouche, 24 - Cite Soleil, Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti

“When you have an idea you need to develop it and 
then practice or test it out to see if it will work.” 
Michel Esmailyn, 20 - Batey 1, Dominican Republic

“I’m taking away experience with how to speak to 
my fellow youth, how to motivate them as leaders to 
realize their goals and how to unite them as part of 
our community.” 
Eddy Perez, 26 - Batey 8, Dominican Republic

Through JUMP’s partnerships with schools and orga-
nizations, I have no doubt that the experiences we all 
create for youth have a positive short and long term 
impact on the individuals and communities we en-
gage with, because I have seen and felt that impact 
firsthand. I saw that the conference participants left 
with ideas, energy, support and hope.

I think this is one of the JUMP! community’s great-
est strengths. As we are ever trying to find tangible 
ways to evaluate, we encourage wide participation 
and engagement in all of our programs, so that this 
impact can be felt by as many people as possible. 
My hope is that more and more of JUMP!’s commu-
nity will be part of this impact in the future, and so 
I encourage anyone who is interested in having an 
experience like I did to get in touch and JUMP! in. 

Written by Aveleigh Gateman

“Leadership should be born out of the understanding of the needs of 
those who would be affected by it.”    -Marian Anderson

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
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Keep on JUMP!IN

/jumpfoundation

/jumpfoundation

/company/jump-foundation

info@jumpfoundation.org

JUMP! would love to hear from you! If you have any 
questions or suggestions or if you would just like to 
respond to any of these articles, please e-mail us at: 
communications@jumpfoundation.org

To book a program, or 
to get more information 
about how to join a JUMP! 
Program near you, please 
contact us at:
info@jumpfoundation.org

Editor-in Chief:
Troels Søndergaard

Contributing Writers: 
Justin Bedard
Kris Ruiz 
Nishant Kumar Singhal
Isa Tate
Monica Davis
Aveleigh Gateman
(order by apperance)

Who wrote this?

JUMP! BAck at us!

BOOK A JUMP! program!

Donate to jUMP! Here!

JUMP! with US

http://www.jumpfoundation.org
http://twitter.com/jumpfoundation
http://www.facebook.com/jumpfoundation
http://www.linkedin.com/company/jump-foundation
mailto:info%40jumpfoundation.org?subject=
mailto:communications%40jumpfoundation.org?subject=Response%20to%20UBUNTU%20Newsletter
mailto:info%40jumpfoundation.org?subject=Regarding%20Booking%20a%20J%21Program
http://www.jumpfoundation.org/donation.html

